Every Day Carry
What’s in your Pocket/Purse ?

Every Day Carry
There is nothing worse that standing in line waiting for someone to fumble around
inside pockets or purse to find a wallet and then fumble around the wallet to find
money or cards. Also there are times when the need may arise to find some item
in you pockets that may help you or some else in times off stress
To combat this global phenomenon fumble fingers and disorganization, a system
of organization was developed EDC Credit for EDC system is given to Amelia
Acker and Daniel Carter.
There is no exact system, because no two people have the same needs.

Every Day Carry
The basic principle is to standardize what you must have on your person on a
daily basis. There can be variables due to clothes and seasons
Example: Credit/Debit Cards, ID Card, Medical Card, Merchant Cards and Loyalty
Cards

Other Items: Flashlights, Pen & Paper, Pocket Knives, Multitool, Cellular Phones,
Earphones, Car Keys
Once you have standardize your items, then you must place then in the same
location - pocket or purse, so you do not have think about the location

Every Day Carry
One of the main sub category is “Minimalism”. Carry the smallest (size) and as
few as possible
My standard dress is cargo shorts or pants. For dress ironed cargo shorts and
pants (with crease). In my case:
Left Front (Cargo) Wallet - Left (reg) Cellphone

Right Front (Cargo) Pen, Flashlight & Pocket Knife - Right (reg) Earphones
Right Rear - Micro Notebook. Left Rear - Car Fob

Every Day Carry
My Loadout
iPhone SE 2020/Pixel 4 Xl
WOLYT Sleeve RFID (Wallet)
6 cards & 2 $10 bills
Old Timer Pocket Knife
Fisher Space Pen
Maglite Solitaire
Micro Notebook
Bottom
Tic Pod 2 Pro (Wireless Earbuds)
Car Fob

